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FROM ‘DATA OVERLOAD’ TO 
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE FOR DoD 
A3 Mission DoD Use Case 

Too Much Data, Too Little Value

Throughout the Defense Department, data-derived insights are 
increasingly critical for addressing today’s complex challenges, 
delivering mission success, and optimizing resources for max-
imum effectiveness and efficiency. Whether the challenge is to 
model and monitor network activity, rapidly assess a battle� eld, 
fuse multi-source intelligence to create a composite view of a 
threat, or efficiently maintain a � eet of ships or aircraft, the rapid 
exploitation of data resources is essential to making informed 
decisions and providing situational understanding.

The problem today is that many DoD agencies collect vast 
amounts of data, yet rarely extract maximum value from 
that data. As one recent report noted: “In the Department of 
Defense (DoD), probably 99%-plus of the data that it collects 
is dark — that is, never exploited.”1 In some cases, DoD orga-
nizations are simply overwhelmed by the scale of data they 
collect and store. Their data is derived from many sources and 
exists in many formats, such as drone video, satellite imagery, 
a wide variety of sensor data, relational databases, text, and 
many more. Legacy systems are often incapable of normalizing, 
aggregating and extracting value from structured, unstructured, 
and semi-structured data types. 

Moreover, data is typically organized and managed within 
organizational stovepipes, reducing interoperability across data 
sources, organizations, and domains. The inability to receive 
data feeds (feed pipes) or to secure, normalize, ingest, dedu-
plicate, govern, and share data across proprietary systems 

and sources also impedes the ability of military organizations 
to fully exploit their data resources. The result is that many 
DoD organizations lack an organized, effective data manage-
ment structure that makes their multi-source, multi-varied data 
accessible and easy to search, query, and analyze in real-time 
from anywhere.

Harnessing the Value of DoD Enterprise 
Data with the Intelligent Data Analytics 
Platform

DoD organizations require a capability that provides secure 
access to all data — regardless of their format or source — 
that is relevant for a particular intelligence need or application, 
regardless of whether the end user is forward deployed at the 
battle� eld edge, at a � xed site, or an echelon in between. The 
Hitachi Intelligent Data Analytics Platform (HIDAP) is a proven, 
open-standards, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) capability 
that enables DoD and intelligence organizations to convert their 
vast data stores into powerful strategic assets that have unlim-
ited applicability to service mission tasks and challenges in real 
time, from the headquarters to the tactical edge. 

With the Hitachi Intelligent Data Analytics Platform (HIDAP):

 ■  All structured, unstructured, and semi-structured data is
normalized upon ingest and thus accessible across the
enterprise — regardless of format, volume, velocity or
source — in service of speci� c searches or applications.

 ■  Any data set can be integrated into a wide array of
work� ows and networks.

 ■  Collaboration across the enterprise is enriched because
data is freed of unnecessary stovepipes.

1  Trends in Technology And Digital Security: Digital Threats Symposium — Fall 2017 
Compendium of Proceedings, The George Washington University Center for Cyber & 
Homeland Security: https://cchs.gwu.edu/sites/cchs.gwu.edu/� les/downloads/Fall%20
2017%20DT%20symposium%20compendium.pdf
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 ■  Old data can deliver new value by being blended with
new data sets for added contextualization and meaning.

 ■  Data correlations and connections are accelerated
because multi-varied data are displayed in textual and
graphical forms on a single screen.

 ■  Data access is managed through con� gurable, tiered
controls that accommodate all users, regardless of
security clearance or data access privileges.

 ■  Operation is simple and requires no technical
knowledge of SQL programming, analytical models,
ETL (extract, transform and load) processes, or data
processing engines.

 ■  ETL times are highly compressed (from weeks or
months down to hours) and data management tasks
that traditionally require hand coding are automated
and con� gurable. This translates into greater
agility and vastly accelerates time to situational
understanding.

 ■  Resident data is harvested and accessible in real time
without disruption to other applications that are using
that data.

 ■  The access and activity of speci� c data sets is
governed, tracked, and auditable.

Raw Data

Data Preparation
• Ingest
• Cleanse
• Index
• Blend

• Structured
• Unstructured Data 

Lifecycle

Analytics

• Store
• Secure
• Manage
• Govern
• Archive

• Create Metadata
• Federate
• Normalize

Hitachi Intelligent Data Analytics Platform
Comprehensive analytics solution delivering wide-ranging data integration, enrichment and normalization to support mission data 
requirements. Providing refi ned data for analytic purposes that can be further enhanced to support ever changing needs, ultimately 
meeting data and mission challenges.
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HIDAP currently holds a U.S. Army Certi� cate of 
Networthiness (CoN) and a full Authority to Operate (ATO) 
on the Defense Department’s Secret Internet Protocol 
Router Network (SIPRNet) and Joint Worldwide Intelligence 
Communications System (JWICS) networks.

HIDAP is comprised of three primary components:

 ■  Pentaho Data Integration, an enterprise-class, open
source-based, data integration and analytics platform
for diverse big data deployments. 

 ■  Hitachi Data Intelligence (HDI), an intelligent data
discovery and transformation platform. 

 ■  Hitachi Content Platform (HCP), a scalable,
enterprise-class, backup-free object storage system
that enables IT organizations and cloud service
providers to store, share, sync, protect, preserve,
analyze and retrieve � le data from a single system.

Conclusion

HIDAP addresses the Defense Department’s need for a capa-
bility that can dynamically ingest data from multiple sources 
in real time; index that data with meta tags and store them; 
provide common, open interfaces to securely access that 
data; and enable data discovery for the enterprise. This highly 
secure, scalable, easy-to-operate COTS platform reduces risk 
by integrating easily into existing military environments and 
helps DoD organizations extract maximum value from existing 
and future data inventories for better decisions and outcomes.

About Hitachi Vantara Federal

Hitachi Vantara Federal provides technology solutions that 
enable government agencies to extend the useable life of their 
IT infrastructure. By engineering technologies from the ground 
up, Hitachi Vantara Federal offers agencies greater reliability 
and scalability, while reducing total cost of ownership in bud-
get conscious environments.

Hitachi Vantara Federal is U.S. based, located on U.S. soil, 
and staffed by U.S. citizens. We support the mission of the 
U.S. federal government allowing agencies to innovate faster 
and manage risk with data-driven insights that matter.

About A3 Missions

A3 Missions delivers enterprise-class IT infrastructure, 
systems engineering, design and security solutions optimized 
for government missions and environments. Our success and 
execution are built upon Communication, Coordination and 
Mission focus. With more than 65 years of combined military, 
federal civilian, and contractor experience, our team aims to 
deliver affordable solutions that satisfy mission needs while 
maintaining the highest level of customer support and 
service. We are a Veteran-Owned Small Business 
(VOSB) with headquarters in Ft. Gordon, Georgia.

To � nd out more about Hitachi Intelligent Data Analytics 
Platform, call 706-364-2200.
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